19-25 January, 2020

**Workshop**

**Designer’s Cabin**

**14.30  – 15.30  | Bence László Dobos & Lukács Szederkényi, architect**

**14.20  – 14.30  | Break**

**Presentation**

**13.30  – 14.20  | Alexa Antal, WWF Hungary**

**11.00  – 12.00  | Master Prof. Dr. Attila Cosovan**

**10.50  – 11.00  | Break**

**10.00  – 10.50  | István Policsányi, project leader**

**Getting ready for the day**

**09.30  – 10.00  | Coffee time together**

**24 January, 2020 — Friday**

**13.30  – 17.00 | Joint design session**

**12.00  – 13.30 | Lunch break**

**25 January, 2020 — Saturday**

**13.30  – 17.00 | Evaluating presentations**

**12.00  – 13.30 | Lunch break**

**19 January, 2020 — Sunday**

**19.00  – 19.30 | Welcome meeting at ‘Vidin’, the MOME UP building**

**Arrival to Budapest**

**08 Each participant will be given a free 3-day ship, on the Danube, approximately 20 minutes away from the campus**

**a ship, on the Danube, approximately 20 minutes away from the campus**

**07 Participants will be accommodated in U_401 co-working office**

**06 We offer a travel bursary as well as accommodation and catering for the participants**

**05 The workshop provides a unique platform for design communication experts, recognized architects, designers, environmental protection experts and designers, photographers, creative writers, etc.**

**04 Inspiring creative work opportunity that will result “greenovate” products and ideas for a global audience.**

**03 Opportunity to design in the green hub of Moholy-Nagy University of Art and Design for Innovation (MOME UP) Budapest — Budapest, Zugliget, MOME, Center 9-25. Zugligeti street, 1121 Budapest, Hungary, U_401 co-working office**

**02 Work under the hands-on supervision of Bori Fenyvesi, designer artist, designcommunication expert — Balázs Fekete, PhD student, designcommunication expert — István Policsányi, doctoral student, architect — Lukács Szederkényi, architect — Bence László Dobos, architect — Master Prof. Dr. Attila Cosovan, architect — Alexa Antal, WWF Hungary, chief communications officer**

**01 We expect applications from fourth or fifth year students and those who have a job or internship that can be combined with the event.**

**Candidate Criteria**

**03 Intermediate (B2) proficiency in English**

**02 A professional portfolio in English (max. 10 design videos. In addition to that, we also require a brief project either in written form or in photos and the candidate’s academic as well as external MB, PDF, there is no editing criteria) introducing the candidate.**

**01 We expect applications from young designers from all over Europe to Budapest to take part in our workshop.**

**Please email all material to the project leader: istvan.policsanyi@my.mome.hu FRUzsina Nagy, Workshop coordinator furtHER INFORMATION Fruzsina Nagy, Workshop coordinator**

**www.mome.hu mome.hu**

**PrOGraM**

**SUBMITTING THE APPLICATION**

**DECISION NOTIFICATION**

**APPLICATION DEADLINE**

**23 December, 2019. 12.00 (UTC+1)**

**9-25. Zugligeti street, 1121 Budapest, Hungary, U_401 co-working office**

**Further information**

**National Geographic Society**

**Budapest — Budapest, Zugliget, MOME, Center 9-25. Zugligeti street, 1121 Budapest, Hungary, U_401 co-working office**

**FURTHER INFORMATION**

**20 December, 2019. 24.00 (UTC+1)**

**Please email all material to the project leader:**

**fruzsina.nagy@my.mome.hu**

**20 January, 2020 — Monday**

**09.30  – 10.00  | Coffee time together**

**21 – 23 January, 2020 — Tuesday/Wednesday/Thursday**

**13.00     | Farewell, departure Budapest**